
Micko Scale Reproductions 
Fun Scale Do-335 

Thank you for deciding to build the Dornier 

335 model. This is a continuation in a “Fun 

Scale” series of aircraft designed for 

optimum flight performance while retaining 

sport scale appearance. The design layout is 

similar to that of a large free flight model; 

light-weight construction and stringers are 

the main features. There is some sheeting 

on this model, but the design allows the 

modeler to modify the build according to 

their likes- such as sheeting the entire model. If the modeler decides to add sheeting, it is recommended 

to use from 1/32” to 3/32” balsa or 2mm Depron. The prototype model features retracts, flaps, single or 

multi-engine options, and an all up flight weight of 9-10 pounds. The construction techniques require 

intermediate skills- take your time to review the plans, manual, and online build thread (see resources). 

The model’s flight characteristics are smooth and predictable, and the model also benefits from a nose 

gear. If it has been a long time since you have built a model, or if this is one of your first builds, you may 

wish to purchase and practice on a Guillows or like type free flight model, as the construction style is 

similar. The photos used in this manual were from the prototype build and some parts have been updated. 

Please refer to the plans for any items that do not match the photos. 

 

Prep Work, Tools, and Specialty Items 

No special tools are needed but there are a few items the builder might find useful. A balsa stripper was 

used to cut all the stringers. A small razor-saw or “Zona” makes for ease in cutting across stringers. Small 

files and sanding blocks (especially nail files) can be handy. One item that is very useful is a 90-degree 

triangle. Several sizes and types are recommended (one is also included with the kit). These can be 

purchased from a hobby shop or a home improvement store. A small level also comes in handy throughout 

the build. The prototype was covered in silkspan (recommended) however light plastic film is another 

option. The glues used throughout the build were primarily Titebond Wood Glue and at times CA. 

It’s best at this time to decide how you plan on completing the model. Do you wish to add sheeting or a 

cockpit? Knowing these items in advance can help prepare the model from the start for these options. As 

each modeler will tailor the model to their own desires, not every step in the construction will be covered; 

just the main points. 

Review the plans and the parts before construction. “Mentally build” the sub-sections and dry fit parts 

before gluing. The model features “tabs” on a lot of the parts and thus order of installation is important. 

The wing plan can be cut along the markings (if the builder wishes). 



Horizontal Stab and Elevator  

The first main item to be built is the 

horizontal. The full size had a slight 

dihedral and the model replicates this; 

thus it needs to be built in halves. 

There are several parts that are 

laminates- the main spars- H-2 (balsa) 

and H-3 and H3-A (lite ply) are glued 

together. The tips H12 and E-3 lams 

are also glued together at this time 

along with the horizontal leading edge (H-1). Using the H ribs as a guide, bevel the H-1 assembly to match 

the rough contour of the ribs- this will be fine shaped later. Scrap 1/32” balsa shims are cut and glued to 

the front of the elevator leading edge (E-1)- this is tacked in place against the horizontal trailing edge (H-

4)- taking care the slots for the ribs match. The ribs are then dry fit in place- minding the tabs for the 

Elevator Mounting Plate (EMP). Once satisfied these are all glued in place. The elevator trailing edge was 

made from 1/8” x 1/2” balsa. It is cut to length and slid into the slot at the rear of the ribs. With one side 

completed the assembly is unpinned and the other half is built. A 1/8” sqr. basswood stringer is added, 

and the center section is sheeted with 1/16” balsa. The hinge slots (flat-pinned hinges were used on the 

prototype) were cut at this time. The elevators were then cute free (a zona-saw was used to cut the ribs) 

and the shims were removed. The elevator LE was rounded, the tips were added and shaped, and the 

horizontal leading edge (H-1) was sanded to a smooth airfoil shape. There is a slot between H-2 and the 

stringer where the sheeting is removed (top and bottom)- a former (VP-1) will go in this spot later. 

 

Once the construction of horizontal was complete, the assembly sanded overall and was covered in 

silkspan. Nitrate “dope and tissue” was used this model. If covering in film, lightly sand/scuff the film 

surface (for paint adhesion) before application. 

 

Slot for VP-1 



Fuselage- Top half 

The fuse “top half” is next and built over the Fuse Top View plan. There are several longitudinal stringers 

that make up the crutch. The center stringer (and the rear/center split stringers) are made from 1/4” 

square (sqr.) basswood and the outer stringers are 1/4” sqr. balsa and slide into a slot in part K-5. Pin 

these stringers in place over the plan along with the K-5s. Note how the center stringer splits and becomes 

2 at former F-13. Cut the 1/2” x 1/4” cross pieces (dashed lines on the plan) that are either for or aft of 

formers- add these and glue the outer stringers to the K-5s. Find parts F-5U/F-5A and F-8U/F8A- orientate 

per the plans add 1/32” balsa shims between them. Glue the two halves of F14U together. Using a 90-

degree triangle to make sure they are vertical, add formers F-1B U to F-16U. Test fit K-1/2, Hatch Rail 

Bottom, and the Horizontal Mounting Plates (HMPs) and when satisfied with the fit glue in place. 



Add 1/8” balsa- cross grained- between the formers and the outer longerons per the plans from F-2U to 

F-13U- this will act as a floor for the battery and will strengthen the structure. Add the Hatch Rail Top at 

this time- making sure not to glue to the bottom. Set the horizontal and F-16As in place on the HMPs. 

Ensure alignment before gluing in place. The top vertical leading edge is from a lamination of 2 V-1s. Like 

the LE on the horizontal, pre-bevel before attaching to the fuse. Slide VP-1 in the slot cut in the horizontal- 

be sure the rib notches are on the same side as F-16U. Add scrap 1/32” balsa shims to the forward face of 

VP-2 and tack to the rear of F-16U. Slide VP-1 lam, and V-2 to V-5 in place with RMP. Once satisfied with 

fit and alignment- glue in place. The rudder trailing edge was made from 1/8” x 1/2” balsa. It is cut to 

length and slid into a slot at the rear of the ribs- add V-2A at this time. Glue the V-6 parts together and 

pre-shape/sand before gluing to V-5. Be sure to note the cut line and not to glue past it until the rudder 

is cut free. Glue the F-17 halves together and then create a lamination with the 2 assemblies. Test fit F-

17, F-18, and F-19 in place per the plans. Glue in F-17 and F-18 in place- tack glue F-19 (will be removed 

later).  

 



Using a balsa stripper, cut 1/4” sqr. stringers from medium grade 1/4” balsa. Starting at the top, add the 

stingers- alternating to each side as you go down the fuse. Cut notches into the front of HMP for 

stringers 5-7 (per the photo). Stringers 2/3 sit on top of F-16A and butt against F-16 U. Add the 1/8” sqr. 

basswood stringers on F-16 U and F-18- F19 can be removed at this time.

In-fill with 1/8” 

balsa under the 

Hatch Rails and 

the nose section 

per the plans. 

Sand these flush 

and final contours 

to the vertical. 

Cut the rudder 

free and round 

the leading edge. 

Sand the top fuse 

overall to remove 

any rough spots and unpin from the board- set in a stand upside down.  

 

Fuselage- Bottom half 

There are several sub-assemblies made for the bottom 

formers. Former F-6L is a lamination of two 1/8” lite-ply. The 

Wing Mounting Plates and Nose Gear Mounting Plates 

laminations were glued together. The forward Wing 

Mounting Plate (WMP-)1 is separated in the middle to allow 

for the nose gear retraction.  The WMP1 assemblies tab into 

F-6L and has 2 “supports” to each plate (WMP-1A). Wing 

Mounting Plate 3 (4 pieces) tabs into F10L and also has 

“supports” (WMP-5). The Nose Gear Mounting Plates tab 

into F-3L and F-4L. Test fit the retract at this time. Add 

formers F-1B L through F-6L- adding 1/2” triangle stock  

WMP-1 



forward/aft (see plans)  Add F-10L assembly 

with triangle stock per the plans. Formers F-

11L to F-14L were then added- the cardstock 

ducting is then glued in place (see 

templates). Add parts K-3 and K-4. The wing-

saddles were added at this time- first A and 

then the additional Bs. Formers F-7 L to F-9 

L were added at this time. Sand/blend F-17 

into F-18. The bottom and sides of the belly 

scoop are from 1/8” balsa sheet. Cut and 

sand the edges to match the angle in the 

former. Then add a sheet of 1/4” balsa for 

the quarter panel- trim to match the outline. 

Glue the 6 lams of F-11B (1/4” balsa) and 1 

F-11A (1/8” lite ply) and sand to shape. Mark 

the outline on the face of F-11 L and sand the 

scoop to match (F-11A/B assembly will be 

added later). The bottom vertical is made 

the same way as the top- be sure ensure the 

rib notches on the formers are on the same 

side. Dry fit all in place (including V-13). 

Once assemblies are glued and sanded in 

place (V-12 is not glued to the rudder section 

of V-11), cut the rudder free. Add V-8B/C in 

place. Cardstock will enclose V-13 to V-8C. 

Add the remaining 1/4” balsa and 1/8” 

basswood stringers. Sand overall and in-fill 

the sections per the plans. 

  

Cowl 

The main firewall (F-1) is made up from 3 parts- F-1A is the full former (reg ply) and there are two F-1Bs 

(top and bottom) that are built into the fuse first. This allows the model to be built in halves- the F-1A is 

then glued to the front of them both- but prior to that it is used to make the cowl. There are also four 

1/8” ply spacers (FW) that are used to extend the firewall out to accommodate the length of the motor. 

This part is 

not on the 

production 

model. 

Bevel edge to match former. 



Using the plan reference, mark the motor centerlines on the forward facing side. Notice the center is 

above the centerline of the former- the prop-shaft is above the fuse centerline (see fuse plan). 

   

The rear-most part of the cowl is the mounting ring (CR-6). Mark 

the true center on the backside of F-1A to ensure the ring is 

centered. Mount in place with small screws. Next, make the front 

cowl rings- there are 4 in total- each ring is made from 4 pieces of 

1/4” balsa (use the plan for reference). Once the rings are made, 

they are stacked on top of the other like a layer cake. There are 

also two center rings (made from CR-5s) from lite ply- these are 

made like the front rings. The ribs (CR-7) are added to this center 

ring first and then the other is added before the rear notches are 

slid into the mounting ring. Sheeting is added (1/16” balsa) to the 

center section and to the outer section (making the cowl flaps). 

The front rings (lams of 1/4” balsa) are added and the whole 

assembly is sanded to shape. Drill 4 holes for the motor through 

the stacked FW parts and F-1A. Glue F-1A to the front of F-1B U/L- 

noting the cutout for the motor wires. The side and top/bottom 

keels should also slide into the notches on F-1A. Drill out the motor 

mounting holes in F-1 B U/L and add blind nuts.  

 

Wing 

The wing also has several sub-assemblies. The main wing spar- WS-1 – is from lite ply and is joined at the 

center section with WS-1A (forward of WS-1). The retract plates are from two layers of 1/8” ply and notch 

into W-6 and W7/8 (7 and 8 are also glued together).  Add 1/32” shims between WS-4 and the Aileron 

Leading Edge and tack glue them together- do the same with WS-3 and the Flap Leading Edge. Using the 

ribs as guides, sand down the top edges of these assemblies to match the rib contour- this will save time 

later for the overall sanding. Wing Spar 2 (WS-2) is similar to the main spars on the Bearcat and Rata in 

that the top portion is balsa but there is a basswood plank glued to the bottom for rigidity (see plan). Once 

these have dried, set/pin them over the plan for a dry fit- sanding/adjusting as needed.  



Staring at the root, add W-1 (2 lams) to W-5 in place. The center of the leading edge between W-1 and W-

2 is “cut out” for the nose gear so the wing mounting plate is divided into two sections. These are made 

from 2 layers of 1/8” lite ply laminates (WMP-2). Before gluing WMP-2 in place, dry fit WS-5 (2 lams of 

1/8” lite ply). Once satisfied, glue in place along with the lite ply Wing Leading Edge. Next, WS-2 is slid into 

place along with the retract mounting plate/ W-6 and W7/8 assembly. Once satisfied with the fit these 

were glued in place along with the remainder of the ribs. The outer sub leading edge is made from 1/8” 

balsa cut to length/height and the top/bottom is sanded to match the ribs. The sub-ribs were added for 

the flap with the same shim process 

used to allow for movement later. 

The trailing edge is a composite of 

1/8” square basswood glued to 1/2” 

x 1/8” balsa plank. This is then slid 

into the notches in the training edge 

of the ribs.  

Sheet the top of the wing with 1/16” 

balsa sheeting forward of WS-2. The 

rear Wing Mounting Plate (WMP-4) 

is a lamination of two 1/8” lite ply 

parts are added at this time. Add the 

G (gusset) parts and sand the overall 

structure to match the ribs before 

the other half of the wing was built.  

Unpin the completed half of the wing 

elevate the tip to build the other half. 

Make WS-6A from scrap balsa (see 

templates) and tack glue in place. 

Add WS-6 assembly to W-1 and finish 

the other half same as the first. 

Note beveled edge on WS-3 and FLE 



With the wing removed from the board, mark the 

retract locations and block in area around them with 

scrap. Box in around the Aileron Mounting Plate with 

scrap 1/8” balsa. Remove the building tabs and 

sand/blend all the spars to the ribs before adding the 

bottom sheeting. Add the outer leading edged- 3/4” 

balsa triangle. There is a sanding guide built into W-5 

and a template for the tip- contour to shape. The inner 

leading edge (WLE-1) made from 5 laminations of 1/4” 

balsa- glue in place and sand to shape. The wing tips 

(also laminations of 1/4” balsa) are glued in place. Use 

a modeling plane (Master Airscrew’s was used on 

proto) to plane down the rough shape and then 

finished up with a sanding block.   

Next, the control surfaces need to be cut free. This can 

be made easier by removing the “mounting” piece 

from a Zona saw so it is just the blade. Once the 

ailerons/flaps were cut free, the leading edges were 

rounded and then hinged. Robart pinned hinges for 

the flaps and “EZ” hinges for the ailerons.   Test fit the 

wing to the fuse and 

ensure alignment 

before drilling the 

mounting bolt holes 

(10-24 bolts were used, 

and threaded inserts 

were screwed into the 

fuse mounting plates). 

The rear of the wing 

was filled in with block before the last bit of sheeting was added (see 

picture). The remaining center sheeting (top/bottom) is added at this time. 

Remove WS-6A at this time. 

 

In-fill T.E with scrap 



Belly Pan 

 With the wing mounted in place, add F-6A to F-10A per the 

plans. Add 1/4” balsa triangle stock to the outside bottom 

edges of the formers. The center stringers can be from hard 

1/4” sqr. balsa or you can make them full depth using BP-1 

(see template). Add these parts and then remove BP-1 (or 

stringers) forward of F-7A (nose gear wheel will be in this 

area). Add BP-2 (see template) on the bottom of W-2 per 

the plans as well as the marked section of F-6A. Block in 

around the wing mounting bolts with scrap. 

 

Main Gear Struts and Doors  

The main gear struts are from 5/32” piano wire (8.4-8.75” depending on the retract unit) with the same 

diameter for the axel (see plans). The axles used were long enough to extend out the “back” of the strut. 

The gear doors were made from two cross laminations of 1/64” ply. To mount the door, set in place over 

the gear mounted in the retracted position. The excess length of the 

axle passes through the door and this is held in place with a 5/32” 

wheel collar - the mid-section is held in place with a 5/32” wheel color 

(over the main strut) that has the set screw replaced with a short 

Philips bolt. There are also LG parts that are mounted near the retract 

to help keep the door mounted. The door “doubler” is made from 2 

sections of 1/4” balsa pre-sanded prior to gluing in place. Dress up 

the strut with paper and plastic straws/tubes. The nose gear is also 

from 5/32” wire and dressed up to like the full-size strut. Depending 

on the retract unit used (and how powerful they are) spring loaded 

struts can also be used. 

 

 

BP-2- add after Belly 

Pan is complete 

Axle passing through hole in door- 

held in place with 5/32” wheel collar 



Final Details 

Mount all the servos in the wing, tail, fuse 

(including the steering servo) and test for 

controls: +/- 1/2” to 3/4”. Flaps set for 30 and 

45 degrees. Dubro EZ connectors and .062 

wire was used to connect all control surfaces. 

Side scoops (2) are made from 6 lams of 1/4” 

balsa with a ply front ring. Exhausts (24) are 

made from 2 lams of 1/4” balsa and a rear ply 

ring. The hatch is cut free and mounted per 

the builder’s choice. The canopy is then glued 

on with canopy safe adhesive. The prototype 

was flown with just the front motor and had 

sufficient performance, however a smaller 

electric motor in the tail can be added- use the 

regular ply F-20 for this version. The rear ESC 

can be routed in the cardstock ducting and a 

small hole for the wires will need to be cut 

near F-11 as well as through the cross-grain 

sheeting. Balance the model per the plans- the 

prototype balances with a 6S 5000 mah. pack 

behind F-7U. Cover the model per the 

builder’s choice. The prototype was covered in 

medium silkspan and nitrate dope. After 

covering, add the F-11 A/B/C assembly. Paint 

to match the full scale: RLM 02 (Grey) for the 

wheel wells, cowl insides, and wheel hubs, 

RLM 81 and 82 (Brown-Violet and Light Green) 

for the fuse and wing top, and RLM 65 (light 

Blue) for the bottom surfaces. Additional details can be adding per the builder’s preference.  



Flying 

Prior to first flight, be sure to give the model a once over to ensure all screws/bolts are tight and the 

control surfaces are secure. Range check, test the gear, and controls to be in the correct direction. Take-

offs are straight forward and are eased by the trike gear. Climb out steady and retract the gear- trim as 

needed. The prototype was flown with a Power 60 on 6S spinning a 16” x 8” x 3- blade prop and flew well 

between 1/2 and 3/4 throttle. Rolls are smooth and stalls straight forward- nose drops and one wing may 

as well but it does not snap- recover with power. On approach, gently reduce power on glideslope before 

bringing the throttle to idle just before touchdown. 

 

We hope you enjoy building and flying your Fun Scale Do-335. Happy Landings! 

 

Resources: 

Short Kit: http://manzanolaser.com/ 

Decals: www.callie-graphics.com 

Construction Article:  

https://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?3464395-Fun-Scale-Dornier-Do-335 


